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home oil gas journal
Apr 20 2024

oil gas journal provides its audience of industry executives managers and engineers with operations focused
news across the upstream midstream and downstream segments

how us oil production hit a record under biden despite
Mar 19 2024

how us oil production hit a record under biden despite climate policies almost no matter the metric the u s oil
and gas industry has flourished under president joe biden even though his

how the u s oil and gas industry works council on foreign
Feb 18 2024

learn how the united states became the world s top producer of oil and gas how it is extracted and processed
and what are the environmental and economic implications explore the role of fracking offshore drilling
refining and exports in the u s energy sector

global energy perspective 2023 oil outlook mckinsey
Jan 17 2024

furthermore our scenarios see investment in the oil and gas sector both for fuel and non fuel purposes
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remaining robust through 2030 as the world navigates an orderly and affordable transition growing energy
efficiency and ev uptake could advance the timeline for oil demand decline

oil and gas cnbc
Dec 16 2023

get the latest news and analysis on oil and gas markets prices and trends find out how geopolitical events
inflation and supply and demand affect the energy sector

crude oil prices today and oil market news cnbc
Nov 15 2023

get the latest oil prices and market news including crude oil natural gas and energy stocks find out how
geopolitical events economic data and supply and demand affect oil prices and trends

latest oil market news and analysis for may 15 bloomberg
Oct 14 2023

updated on may 15 2024 at 12 29 pm pdt listen 2 04 oil edged higher as traders balanced broader risk on
sentiment with concerns about consumption after the international energy agency slashed
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oil gas industry financial times
Sep 13 2023

extensive coverage of the global oil and gas industry the latest news from oil and gas companies and analysis
of oil prices and production including fracking drilling and refining

executive summary oil 2023 analysis iea
Aug 12 2023

the iea forecasts that oil demand will slow and peak by 2028 as the energy crisis accelerates the transition
away from fossil fuels it also projects that non opec producers will lead supply capacity growth while refinery
activity and trade face challenges

oil gas insights mckinsey company
Jul 11 2023

explore the latest research articles and reports on the oil and gas industry from mckinsey company learn about
the energy transition commodity trading hydrogen ai and more

oil settles higher on supply concerns in the mideast
Jun 10 2023

houston april 26 reuters oil prices settled higher on friday garnering support from tensions in the middle east
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but a strong dollar and u s inflation data quashed hopes that the federal

oil gas news home rigzone
May 09 2023

get the latest news and updates on oil and gas industry including exploration production markets regulations
and more read stories from around the world covering topics such as fossil fuel plants orphan wells mergers
and acquisitions and geopolitics

energy bloomberg
Apr 08 2023

get the latest data and news on energy markets including crude oil natural gas refined products and emissions
see price changes contract times and market updates for wti brent rbob heating oil gasoil and more

oil gas 360 oil and gas news analysis and insights
Mar 07 2023

oil gas 360 covers the latest developments in the oil and gas industry including exploration production
mergers acquisitions and renewable energy find news opinions and insights on energy trends prices and
markets
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2024 oil and gas industry outlook deloitte insights
Feb 06 2023

the oil and gas industry should look to uphold capital discipline and prioritize viable low carbon projects to
help successfully navigate the changing energy demand landscape read about the five trends and industry
drivers that are expected to shape the strategies and priorities of o g companies in 2024

dow jones u s oil gas index price real time google
Jan 05 2023

dow jones u s oil gas index follow 783 01 may 17 5 52 45 pm gmt 4 indexdjx disclaimer 1d 5d 1m 6m ytd 1y 5y
max search compare to dow jones u s health care index

eni eyes new oil and gas spin offs in energy transition
Dec 04 2022

milan may 13 reuters italian energy group eni eni mi could spin off stakes in high potential oil and gas projects
including in indonesia and ivory coast to help finance their development

how the oil and gas industry works investopedia
Nov 03 2022

learn how the oil and gas industry works from exploration and production to refining and distribution find out
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the key concepts metrics and segments of this global sector

oil and gas news insight and opinion energy voice
Oct 02 2022

energy voice covers the latest developments in the oil and gas industry with a focus on the north sea and
europe find out about projects deals trends challenges and opportunities in the sector

geothermal industry looks to tap oil and gas workers to
Sep 01 2022

kirk siegler 4 minute listen playlist boise idaho a u s department of energy report this spring made a bold
prediction the nascent geothermal industry it said has a ready workforce of
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